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 by Denis Defreyne   

NYK Maritime Museum 

"1896 Liner Launching"

Ocean travelers will appreciate this small, but beautifully appointed

museum on the waterfront in Yokohama. In 1896 Nippon Yusen Kaisha

inaugurated the European route when their first passenger ship, the Tosa-

maru, left Yokohama headed for London. Service to Melbourne, Australia,

and Seattle, USA, also began later that year. The displays include officers'

uniforms, crockery, cutlery, furnishings, biographies of the many foreign

ship captains, ship models, photographs of famous passengers, and the

first dining room menu from 1896, which featured Western food. Mention

must be made of the fine library collection, which has several shelves of

books in English on shipping and ocean liners. The tea lounge is a

remodeled cabin.

 +81 45 211 1923  www.nyk.com/rekishi/  3-9 Kaigan-dori, Yokohama

Zou No Hana Park & Terrace 

"Commodore Perry's Landing Site"

Zou No Hana Park encompasses the area where Commodore Perry landed

in 1854 on his second visit to Japan. The area became the main port of

Yokohama and was the center of international trade in Japan. It was

established as a park when changes in shipping rendered the city seafront

too small for container ships. The port business was moved to the

specially built quays on the outskirts of the city. The park was named after

the dykes in the area, which were shaped like an elephant's nose (zou no

hana means "elephant's nose" in Japanese). Today the park consists of a

grassy slope overlooking the water and a paved area where exhibitions

are often held. The terrace has a small café and a gallery space inside.

Around the park are information boards in English and Japanese that give

a history of the port's development. The foundations of warehouses and a

railway line are also visible. -AH

 +81 45 661 0602  www.zounohana.com/abo

ut/index_en.html

 info@zounohana.com  1-1 Kaigan-dori, Naka-ku,

Yokohama

 by Booking.com 

Rose Hotel Yokohama 

"A Luxurious Stay"

Only 200 metres from Motomachi-Chukagai Subway Station and a

5-minute walk from Chinatown, Rose Hotel Yokohama features French

and Chinese restaurants, massage services and a seasonal outdoor pool.

Rooms have free wired internet and a minibar. The air-conditioned rooms

at Yokohama Rose Hotel are spacious for Japan, and include an LCD TV

with movies available for purchase. All rooms have a desk and a seating

area, some with a sofa. Each en suite bathroom comes with a bathtub.

Yamashita Park is about a 5-minute walk from the hotel, and Yokohama

Stadium is a 10-minute walk away. Yokohama Cosmo World is a 15-minute

walk. Guests can enjoy a massage at the spa, soak in the (seasonal)

outdoor hot tub or get sightseeing help from the concierge. The 24-hour

front desk stores luggage and offers currency exchange. Boasting floor-to-

ceiling windows, Brasserie Milly LaForet is open for all meals. Old-

fashioned elegance is the tone at Chungking Chinese Restaurant, open

for lunch and dinner.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/denisdefreyne/4256517171/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/pt/yokohama/161261-nyk-maritime-museum
https://cityseeker.com/pt/yokohama/725144-zou-no-hana-park-terrace
http://www.booking.com/hotel/jp/rose-yokohama-yokohama-kanagawa.html
https://cityseeker.com/pt/yokohama/1002473-rose-hotel-yokohama


 +81 45 681 3311  en.rosehotelyokohama.com/  77 Yamashita-cho, Yokohama

 by KRiemer   

Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse 

"Shopping Complex in Historical Landmark"

Originally built in the early 20th century as a customs warehouse,

Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse is now the most fashionable shopping

complex in the waterfront Yokohama. Inside the building you will find the

variety of boutiques, restaurants, and bars. Outside the building is great

harbor view of Yokohama. most suitable for sightseeing and dating.

 +81 45 211-1515  www.yokohama-

akarenga.jp/index.html

 1-1 Shinko, Naka-ku, Yokohama

 by Public Domain   

Sail Training Ship Nippon Maru 

"Sailing through History with Nippon Maru"

Nippon Maru is one of the oldest ships, built in 1930, anchored in front of

Sakurgicho Station. The ship was built as a training ship, and has been a

prop in coaching over 12,000 cadets in a span of 54 years. The ship has

sailed an equivalent of almost almost 45.5 trips around the globe. Nippon

Maru stopped sailing and training in the year 1984, and was docked at

Yokohama City. Nippon Maru is now open to public, who can go about the

ship, through every deck, read about its history and know what being on a

ship feels like. Nippon Maru is a great way to learn and experience

something unusual, historical and impressive. There are volunteers on

board to guide visitors with information related to Nippon Maru. Various

events are held around Nippon Maru, the Full-Sail Exhibition, where

Nippon Maru’s beauty is unrolled to all the viewers, the Brass Band

Concerts where local schools and various bands perform. A must visit and

a great getaway with families and friends.

 +81 45 221 0280 (Tourist Information)  www.nippon-maru.or.jp/  2-1-1 Minato Mirai, Sakuragi-cho,

Yokohama

 by dailyinvention   

Cup Noodles Museum 

"Nothing But Noodles"

Just behind the World Porters shopping center is a large brick building

with glass windows along the top. This is the Cup Noodles Museum, a

museum dedicated entirely to the history of instant noodles as invented

by Momofuku Ando in 1958. The spacious interior begins with a display of

noodle packaging and the Momofuku story, including a re-creation of his

workshed. A series of interactive displays under will keep the children

amused. On the next floor is a cup noodle factory and chicken ramen

factory, both of which require an extra fee to enter. On the next floor is a

play area and food court serving ramen noodles from around the world.

There is a brochure in English, and the titles of exhibits are in English. The

museum is very popular on weekends. -AH

 +81 45 345 0918  www.cupnoodles-museum.jp/en/  2-3-4 Shinko, Naka-ku, Yokohama

 by ArtisticOperations   

Fukuzo 

"Casual Clothing"

Fukuzo is a clothing shop for the whole family located in Japan's tallest

building, the Landmark Tower. The clothing has a polished, yet relaxed

look to it; sharp looking, but casual. The Fukuzo collection for women

includes cotton knits, sweats, wool knits, blouses and skirts, and skirts

and pants. There is also a large children's collection. For men there is a

selection of coats and jackets. In addition there is a collection of designer

towels.

 +81 45 222 5379  www.fukuzo.com/  info@fukuzo.com  2-4-1 Minato Mirai, Landmark

Plaza 3rd Floor, Yokohama
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 by Public Domain CC0   

Yamate Park 

"Historic Park"

Yamate Park is the first Western-style park in Japan. It was originally

known as Bluff Gardens and was opened in 1870 on land leased from the

government. In order to help pay the rent, the ladies in the settlement

formed the Ladies Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club in 1878. The club is now

known as the Yokohama International Tennis Club, and the courts cover

much of the park area. However, a series of paths lead down through the

trees and it is a pleasant area, shaded by Himalayan cedars imported from

India and planted over 100 years ago. The Yamate Museum of Tennis is

located in the park. -AH

 +81 45 671 3648  Yamatecho 230, Naka-ku, Yokohama

 by Noli Fernan   

Cosmoworld 

"Take A Ride Port-Side!"

Boasting three roller coasters and one of the world's largest Ferris

Wheels, the short trip out to Yokohama's Cosmo World will put smiles on

everyone's faces. Yokohama is a great area, with clean air, nice breezes,

lots of art, and its own amusement park just a hop, skip and jump from the

station. Located along the port, Cosmo World ain't Disney World, but for a

nice day of enjoying some rides, playing some games, maybe meeting

some Japanese characters (a la Anpanman), grabbing some park food as

well as the great view from atop their world class Ferris Wheel, Cosmo

World does it all. Not enough? Then there are flume rides, a haunted

house and a some 3-D movies - not bad for a small park! -Stephen

Lebovitz

 +81 45 641 6591  senyo.co.jp/cosmo  2-8-1 Shinko, Naka-ku, Yokohama

 by masao nakagami   

Nogeyama Zoo 

"Know the Animal World"

Nogeyama Zoo is a public park that includes a zoo, a Japanese garden,

and broad tree-lined promenades. The Nogeyama Zoo has more than

1,500 animals, mammals, birds and reptiles representing at least 250

species. The bear cage and elephant compound are two of the more

popular attractions. There is a traditional Japanese garden that is

reminiscent of court gardens in Kyoto. The Japanese garden has a carp

pond, complete with brightly colored koi. In spring the garden is bright

with pink sakura (Japanese cherry blossoms) and yellow azaleas. Tree-

lined lanes circle the park. Admission is free, making the Nogeyama Zoo

one of Yokohama's most popular sightseeing spots.

 +81 45 231 1696  63-10 Oimatsucho, Nishi-ku, Yokohama

 by Booking.com 

InterContinental Yokohama Grand 

"Sail Shape"

Overlooking Yokohama Bay, the Intercontinental boasts a 31st-floor

Chinese restaurant, a bar with live jazz and a spa with massages. Rooms

have free WiFi and city or bay views. Rooms at the InterContinental

Yokohama Grand are spacious for the area, and include an LCD TV with

satellite channels and a private bath. A minibar is provided, and room

service is available 24/7. Slippers and a wide variety of toiletries are

included. Private Health & Fitness Club includes an indoor pool, a sauna

and a workout room. Spa Bay Window pairs body and facial treatments

with water views. The hotel also has several on-site shops, including a

florist and a beauty salon. Among the hotel’s 6 dining options are the

classically styled Azur French Restaurant and the modern Nadaman
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Japanese Cuisine. Marine Blue Lounge & Bar offers drinks and desserts

with panoramic views. The hotel is just 500 metres from the Cosmo Clock

21 ferris wheel and Minato-Mirai Hall. Minato-Mirai Train Station is a

3-minute walk, and Yokohama’s Chinatown is 2 km away.

 +81 45 223 2222  www.interconti.co.jp/yokohama/  1-1-1 Minato Mirai, Yokohama

 by br1dotcom   

Orbi Yokohama 

"Viewing Nature With Technology"

Orbi shows you the Planet from a perspective so much closer to your

senses: BBC World's footage about Nature and its wonders take a new

leap with state-of-the-art visual graphics of Obri's Theatre. The interactive

and informative displays of the museum, being tad different from

conventional exhibits, are actually videos that you can watch as you tour

the museum. This experience should not be missed to get a glimpse into

Earth's most, beautiful terrains, waters, skies, animals, trees and plants,

just a touch away from you, at Orbi.

 +81 45 319 6543  orbi.sega.jp/  3-5-1 Minato-Mirai, Yokohama

 by Shibuya246   

Mitsubishi Minato-Mirai Industrial

Museum 

"Copter Simulation and More"

Mitsubishi Minato-Mirai Industrial Museum shows the latest in state-of-the-

art technology through hands-on experience. There are actual rocket

engine, and models of nuclear reactor and airplanes exhibited here. You

can also enjoy a ride in the helicopter flight simulation machine.

 +81 45 224 9031  www.mhi.co.jp/museum/  3-1 Minato Mirai, Mitsubishi Juko

Yokohama Building, Yokohama

 by keith ellwood   

Anpanman Children's Museum &

Mall 

"Popular Japanese Bread-Head Character"

Anpanman is one Japan's longest running and most popular children's

animated characters. For more than 50 years he's been fighting for justice

with a head made of bread (pan) and filled with bean paste, his only

weakness being things that make his head moist or wet. He regains his

strength by having new heads baked for him by Uncle Jam. Now if this

isn't enough for you to drag your toddler to Yokohama to share the

experience, well, there's more. Anpanman is also one of the most heavily

merchandised characters in the world, so there's lots to see, touch and

buy. So come and eat yummy and healthy anpan treats, meet the

Anpanman man himself and enjoy a fun and kawaii (cute) family day out!

-Stephen Lebovitz

 +81 45 227 8855  4-3-1 Minato Mirai, Nishi-ku, Yokohama

 by Yamaguchi Yoshiaki   

Negishi Forest Park and Track 

"First Western-Style Horseracing Track"

Negishi Shinrin or literally Negishi Forest, is also known by several names

that celebrate its past and present status as a place for play, enjoyment

and relaxation. In 1866, the Yokohama Race Club chose Negishi as the

first permanent Western-style horse racing track. Hence, another of the

park's names is Negishi Keiba Kinen Koen or the Negishi Memorial Race

Track Park. Racing continued here until 1943. You can still see the

distinctive oval shape with the old blackened concrete stands on the side.

After the war the Americans turned the area into a golf course. And, today

it is one of the largest expanses of green space in Yokohama, and a prime

spot for picnics and touch football games.
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 +81 45 662 7581  Negishi-dai 1-3, Yokohama

 by yossey0625(ヨッシー)   

Hara Model Railway Museum 

"For the Model Train Enthusiast"

Established in 2012, this expansive, elaborate museum grants stirring

insights into the traditional as well as contemporary nuances of the

Japanese railway system, whilst also charting out its long-standing legacy.

A massive cache of informative exhibits, this museum also houses an

enormous collection of model trains created or owned by the model

railway enthusiast Nobutaro Hara. There are close to 6,000 railway

models exhibited, making it one of the largest model train collections in

the world. Trains from different parts of the world including Japan, the

United States and Europe co-exist here. Anchored by a trove of numerous

railroad collectibles, thousands of still photos and informative videos, the

Hara Model Railway Museum has established itself as one of the many

renowned landmarks of Yokohama.

 +81 45 640 6699  www.hara-mrm.com/  1-1-2 Off Metropolitan Expressway K1,

2F, Yokohama Mitsui Building,

Takashima, Yokohama

 by PhotosByJglo   

Ships 

"Stylish Shop & Stylish Clothes"

On the first and second floor of Yokohama More's is Ships, a stylish

clothing shop for men and women. Both the shops are uncluttered and

well lit with wooden flooring and plenty of space. Women's wear includes

dresses, tunics, shirts, sweaters and some party wear, as well as jewelry,

hats, bags and comfortable designer shoes. The men's shop has a suit

section, with formal shirts and ties, as well as a more casual range of

sweaters, shirts and T-shirts. Men also have a wide selection of

accessories to choose from, such as shoes, bags, leather wallets and

watches. -AH

 +81 45 290 5128  www.shipsltd.co.jp/  Nanko 1-3-1, 1F & 2F Yokohama More’s,

Yokohama

 by JimboRocks   

Shin-Yokohama Ramen Museum 

"Undiscovered World of Ramen"

What ramen do you prefer? Not a question most Westerners are usually

posed, because all we really know is the cheap stuff we ate as starving

students. Well, in Japan it's a whole different story, one the Shin-

Yokohama Ramen Museum wants to help you both discover and enjoy.

Across three floors, you can taste at least nine different versions of one of

Japan's staple foods, from traditional to more modern recipes. What's the

difference, who knows, but it'll sure be fun finding out. The Shin-

Yokohama Ramen Museum is a great place to learn something about

Japan while filling your gut. Don't be shy; their raison'd'etre is to feed and

educate you, so skip breakfast and head on down to the Shin-Yokohama

Ramen Museum.

 +81 45 471 0503  www.raumen.co.jp/ramen/  2-14-21 Shinyokohama, Yokohama

 by qimono   

Yokohama Science Center/

Hamagin Space Science Center 

"Hands on for Science"

A recommended place to take children of all ages and interests, the

museum is divided into the following sections: Space Captain, Space City

Yokohama, Space Gym, Space Laboratory and Space Theater. The

exhibits are "hands-on," and the interactive games, videos and

planetarium-show provide education as well as great entertainment.
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 +81 45 832 1166  www.yokohama-kagakukan.jp/  5-2-1 Yokodai, Yokohama

 by Abasaa   

Umi-no-Koen 

"Prime Spot For Barbecues And Sun Bathing"

Umi-no-Koen, literally "Seaside Park", is a one-kilometer stretch of beach

located right next to Hakkeijima Sea Paradise. This man made beach is

one of Yokohama's prime spots for sun bathing. Also a great spot for

families with young children. The beach is clean and the bay water is very

shallow, so toddlers and infants can "swim" safely. Umi-no-Koen's

facilities include clean toilets, showers and changing facilities in several

locations. Although there are no baby change tables, the handicapped

toilets have plenty of space for changing. There are also drink vending

machines, a souvenir shop and a beachfront restaurant. The park has nice

barbecue facilities that can be rented for a half-day.

 +81 45 701 3450  www.hama-midorinokyok

ai.or.jp/park/uminokouen/

 rinpodan@umino-

kouen.net

 Hakkeijima Uminokouenn,

Yokohama

 by pelican   

Yokohama Zoo 'Zoorasia' 

"Zoo For the Children"

Zoorasia is not only one of Japan's largest zoos, but it is also the most

child-friendly zoo in the country. It covers an area of about 53 hectares

and holds more than 1,500 animals of over 150 species; everything from

elephants to alligators, and tropical birds to piranhas. The beauty of this

zoo is that the animals are housed in environments that are as close as

possible to that which they inhabit in the wild. Even the vegetation and

terrain are as natural as possible.

 +81 45 959 1000  www.zoorasia.jp/  1175-1 Kamishirane-cho, Asahi-ku,

Yokohama

 by Jesslee Cuizon   

Hakkeijima Sea Paradise 

"Truly Impressive Aaquarium"

Hakkeijima Sea Paradise is an amusement park, theme park, and

impressive aquarium all located on a man-made island in Tokyo Bay.

Anyone can walk onto the island free, then each attraction is paid for

separately. The seaside amusement park is called Pleasure Land and

features the twirling, twisting Surf Coaster ride. Each ride has to be paid

for separately. The Aqua Museum has an enormous aquarium containing

70,000 fish. The special attraction is the "aqua escalator," which allows

visitors to travel through the middle of the aquarium, from the surface to

the depths of the underwater world.

 +81 45 788 8888  www.seaparadise.co.jp/  Route 357, Hakkeijima, Yokohama

 by Public Domain CC0   

Kodomo-no-Kuni 

"Park For The Whole Family"

Kodomo-no-Kuni, or literally "Children's Land," is a 976,000 square meter

park devoted to family and the raising of children with "sound minds and

sound bodies." Kodomo-no-Kuni water activities including rowing, pedal

boats, and fishing with nets. Kodomo-no-Kuni has outdoor swimming

pools and waterslides. Two attractions for landlubbers are Kodomo-no-

Kuni's zoo and its working dairy farm. The children's zoo features lots of

birds, sheep, goats, deer, rabbits and guinea pigs. that kids can hold to

their heart's content. The working dairy farm let's children see where milk

comes from. If you wish you can buy some of the fresh milk, as well as

homemade dairy ice cream. Families with infants and toddlers can rent

strollers at the park. Check website for admission fee.

 +81 45 961 2111  www.kodomonokuni.org/sp/  700 Naracho, Yokohama
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 by jonrawlinson   

Enoshima Aquarium 

"Seaside Aquarium"

Catch a glimpse of some of the most beautiful marine life in their natural

habitat at the famous Enoshima Aquarium. Home to a variety of sea

creatures including dolphin, jelly fish, sharks and rays, a trip to this

aquarium is educational as well as entertaining. The aquarium is famous

for the "Sagami Bay Water Tank" which contains a school of about 8000

sardines. You can enjoy not only exhibitions but also various kinds of

dolphin and seal shows. And if you feel like to go to the beach, then it's

just in front of you.

 +81 466-29-9960  www.enosui.com/  2-19-1 Katase-Kaigan, Fujisawa
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